LINGUISTICS UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH CONFERENCE (LURC)

Friday, May 31, 2019
Stevenson Fireside Lounge

1:00 PM  Refreshments
1:15 PM  Opening remarks: Amanda Rysling

**Session 1:**  Session Chair: Jennifer Bellik

1:20 PM  Madeleine King and Koy Rugama  
“Recency and Semantic Difference: Effects on Verbatim Memory”

1:45 PM  Max Tarlov  
“Trans-derivational Correspondence beyond the Word Level”

2:10 PM  Break

**Session 2:**  Session Chair: Steven Foley

2:20 PM  Melanie Gounas  
“The Syntactic Representation of Constituent Negation”

2:45 PM  Jared Crawford-Levis  
“Subject Bridging: Exploring a New Construction”

3:10 PM  Distinguished Alumnus Address: Introduction by Margaret Kroll

Marcin Morzycki  
“The Most Superlatives in the Fewest Sentences: Correlative Degree Constructions and Semantic Viruses”

4:05 PM  Closing remarks: Amanda Rysling